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Inventor of the wine cabinet

For over 40 years, EuroCave has become the gold 
standard worldwide for maturing and serving wine.

The challenge laid down by the company’s founders 
was to create a specific product that respects and 
enhances wine, in order to enable connoisseurs to fully 
live out their passion.

In a changing environment, the brand’s identity and 
values have been affirmed and refined:

  •  precision at the service of time management.
  •  knowledge of wine cultivation, businesses, 
      languages.
  •  the pleasure and poetry of wine-tasting.
  •  a will to promote wine-making culture.

Today, bolstered by a powerful network, a team of 
passionate advisors and a high-performance production 
plant, the brand can be found all over the world.

Established in 1976, EuroCave has become a brand at a 
timeless crossroads between tradition and modernity.



For optimal maturing of your wine, EuroCave respects the requirements of your finest wines. 

The advantages offered by EuroCave

A constant temperature
The EuroCave thermal control system

Thermal insulation & UV protection
A cellular insulant to protect your wine from the elements

An anti-vibration system
Protection against premature wine ageing

A suitable level of humidity
A uniform, controlled level of humidity 

A permanent ventilation system
The breather effect
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A cabinet dedicated exclusively to maturing wine
Just like a wise man guiding his disciples, Royale, whose intrinsic functions are close to perfect, transmits to its precious bottles all of the 
knowledge, expertise and skill that EuroCave has developed over the past 40 years. 
In this way, your fine wines will be able to reach their long-awaited prime. 

Wine maturing is the time it takes for wine to improve, fully develop its qualities and reach the stage in which it fully expresses itself, i.e. 
reaches its prime!

A 10 year guarantee!
Buying a wine cabinet is also the desire to one day pass on a heritage and passion for wine to the next generation. 
Royale, a very high quality and technically-advanced cabinet, is in this way built to last. 
As a brand that is keen to offer durable products and peace of mind for its customers, EuroCave offers a 10 year guarantee.

A French brand
EuroCave defends the French values of elegance and know-how. A standpoint which explains the decision to manufacture in France. In this 
way, Royale has the "Origine France Garantie" label.

An unparalleled design
Like a jeweller carefully working on a unique, precious jewel, EuroCave's hands have paid meticulous attention to every detail of Royale.

V283 - Black piano plain door

Its innovative,
unisal outline

Its door... Its control panel Its patented system Its shelves Authentic and unique...
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Royale
Advanced technology for optimal

wine maturing

Patented
“Hygro-control System”
which self-monitors
humidity

Woven filter, with active
charcoal to purify the air

Triple-glazed door
combined with argon gas
which screens 99%
of UV rays

Functional back
Protecting the heat
exchanger and the cooling
system and opimising air
circulation

Construction principle
which blocks
electromagnetic waves

12°C
Optimal temperature for
wine maturing
Constant temperature
guaranteed

The EuroCave cabinet
structure and technical feet
absorb and reduce external
vibration

Technical Characteristics

Function   Single-temperature cabinet, for maturing
Temperature  12°C (+/- 0.5°C)
Humidity   70%
External temperature 0°C to 35°C
Dimensions (mm)  1847h x 880w x 617d 
Bottle capacity  122 traditional Bordeaux bottles and 2 magnums or
   86 traditional Bordeaux bottles and 20 magnums or 
   50 magnums
Consumption  150 Kwh/year
Energy efficiency class A
Sound emission  37 dB(A)
Type of door  Full Glass (3 layers)
Lighting   LED mood lighting on each shelf
Weight   250 kg

Controlled air quality

New Generation Charcoal Filter

• Traps the Organic Volatile Compounds
• After 1 month of use, smells and toxicity
   have halved 
• After 3 months of use, 70% of the Organic 
   Volatile Compounds are trapped
• Large active surface 150 x 150mm 
• Reduces bad smells in the cabinet 
• The air inside the cabinet is cleaner than
   the room



The fundamental wine storage cabinet
When you buy a good wine, you have to know how to take care of it. Discover La Première, which will quickly become a must-have for 
wine lovers.

Maturing or bringing wine to the correct serving temperature
La Première wine cabinet can be used in several ways to suit your requirements.

1 temperature
The single-temperature La Première, which can be set from 
6-18°C, recreates the exact same conditions found in a natural 
cellar to mature your wines in the best possible conditions: 
controlled temperature, suitable humidity thanks the walls in 
embossed aluminium, constant ventilation, UV protection, extra 
protection from vibration owing to the actual design of the 
cabinet.   

Available sizes Small, Medium and Large

Multi. temperature
It has up to 10 temperature zones (temperature staggered from 
5-20°C) and allows you to store several colours of wine (rosé, 
white and red) in one single cabinet close to the ideal serving 
temperature.    

Available size Large

Energy and technical features

V283 - Black piano plain door

La Première

Ref.         Dimensions                Bottle capacity Annual energy  Useful          Sound Emission         Permitted

S - multi. temperature                 Consumption volume   temperature range

V - 1 temperature      H x W x D (mm)          Traditional Bordeuax    (kwh/year)  (liters)            (dB(A))              (°C)

V-LAPREMIERE-S       960 x 680 x 690                        74 - 92            114                  210                 37             0 - 35

V-LAPREMIERE-M     1480 x 680 x 690                      141 - 169            121      340                 37             0 - 35

V-LAPREMIERE-L     1825 x 680 x 690                      182 - 213            128      445                 37             0 - 35

S-LAPREMIERE-L     1825 x 680 x 690                           182            128      460                 37           12 - 30
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SMALL

LARGE

MEDIUM

V-LAPREMIERE-S

V-LAPREMIERE-M

V-LAPREMIERE-L
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V-LAPREMIERE-M

V-LAPREMIERE-L

V-LAPREMIERE-S

V-LAPREMIERE-M
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S-LAPREMIERE-L S-LAPREMIERE-L



With Pure, store your wine... naturally

PurePure

The evocative and symbolic name given to all of the cabinets in this range whether they are maturing, multifunctional or serving cabinets. 
Cabinets that have been meticulously thought-out and designed to house your wines, save energy and thus protect our precious environ-
ment. The Pure range represents a new generation of wine cabinet. A wind of change that signifies a return to our roots, a clever balance 
of cutting-edge technology and respect for nature. These elegantly understated cabinets will provide shelter for your wines and cherish 
them in a muffled cocoon until they have reached their true potential, far from variations in temperature and hygrometry, harmful U.V. 
rays and vibrations... as if protected within a cozy cocoon, where the poetry of wine becomes an ode to the future.

9 - Pure

Energy and technical features

Low energy consumption and noise levels
Cabinets in the Pure range consume up to 60% less energy than a traditional cabinet. They are rated A to A+ depending on the type of 
door. And for increased user comfort, their noise level does not exceed 37dB(A).

 Ref.     Dimensions     Bottle capacity             Annual energy      Useful             Sound          Permitted

                    Consumption                    volume           Emission temperature range

   H x W x D (mm) Traditional Bordeuax               (kwh/year)      (liters)            (dB(A))              (°C)

 V-PURE-S    960 x 680 x 690            74 - 92              146        210                37             0 - 35

 V-PURE-M  1480 x 680 x 690          141 - 169          157      340                37             0 - 35

 V-PURE-L  1825 x 680 x 690          182 - 213           165        445                37             0 - 35

 D-PURE-L  1825 x 680 x 690               170           165        430                37           12 - 30 

 E-PURE-L  1825 x 680 x 690          165 - 190           165        450                37           12 - 30

 S-PURE-S    960 x 680 x 690                74              146        225                37           12 - 30

 S-PURE-M  1480 x 680 x 690               141           157        355                37           12 - 30

 S-PURE-L  1825 x 680 x 690               182           165        460                37           12 - 30
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1 Temperature

3 Temperature

Multi. Temperature

V-PURE-S

S-PURE-S

V-PURE-M

E-PURE-L

2 Temperature

D-PURE-L

S-PURE-M

V-PURE-L

S-PURE-L



A range of cellar "cozy" all options

Revelation

“The finesse of one’s movement reveals that of his feelings.” - African proverb The Revelation range provides wine lovers with virtually 
custom solutions! It offers EuroCave’s latest patented innovations in terms of wine cabinet features:

V283 - Black piano plain door

And then there was light...
Sparkling presentation for your bottles - this is what the Revela-
tion range offers. A strip of light all around the cabinet bathes 
your bottles in a halo of amber which dramatically highlights the 
inside of the cabinet... UV-free lighting to safely accentuate 
your bottles.

Smooth handling
By creating this new range, we wanted to offer a new generation 
interior layout, for improved ergonomics and ease of use. 
Discover how to best arrange, store and organise your wines.

11 - Revelation

Identify your wines

New epoxy-coated steel labels on which you can write 
information about your precious bottles. Up to 6 detachable 
labels per shelf. White felt-tip pen supplied (erasable).

New generation Main du Sommelier

This structure in two materials cradles your bottles and 
protects them from vibration. It is detachable, allowing it to 
adapt to your storage requirements in terms of bottle shape and 
number. The Main du Sommelier allows easy placement of 
your bottles. User-friendly, your bottles will slip easily into 
place.

Sliding shelf

Capacity for up to 12 bottles
Designed for improved aesthetics and fluidity of use, the new 
structure of the sliding shelf conceals all of its technical features 
beneath its stylish curves. It has a soft-close device which slows 
the speed of the shelf at the end of travel. Holding your bottles 
safely and securely.



Model: V-REVEL-L
Size(mm): 1825h x 680w x 690d
Capacity: Approx. 182 bottles

Model: V-REVEL-S
Size(mm): 960h x 680w x 690d
Capacity: Approx. 74 bottles

Revelation - 12

For wine aging and displaying remarkable wines.
Like each of our maturing cabinets, Revelation reproduces an environment that allows your wine to reach its full potential and also offers 
them refined highlighting.

3 types of shelf

SlidingStorage Presentation

Light oak or glossy black

and a choice of 2 types of finish

Between light and shade.

A strip of light runs around the cabinet and bathes your bottles 
in a gentle amber halo.

Elegant doors.

Full glass with a removable signed glass handle.



Setting the standard for storing wine in the kitchen
The heart of the home, the kitchen is no longer reserved just for cooking. A place to gather and spend time together, it is open to all the 
family and often friends too. The kitchen has become a place where good times are shared, things are created, ideas germinate and chemis-
try happens...

In this respect, the kitchen is just like its host: practical, welcoming and full of life! Which is why wine lovers often choose to store their 
bottles there. Because shared moments, around a table or in a bar, are usually the perfect time for enjoying a glass of wine. For all these 
reasons, we created Inspiration.

Performance
A brand synonymous with quality, Inspiration benefits from all of EuroCave’s know-how, expertise and high standards in terms of storing 
and serving wine.

EuroCave, creator of the wine cabinet in 1976, offers long-term premium solutions. Inspiration cabinets guarantee a stable, controlled 
temperature, low energy consumption and low noise levels.

To ensure the highest level of performance, cabinet bodies in the Inspiration range are equipped with high quality, durable materials: 
aluminium interior, reinforced insulation, high strength external panelling and a unique cabinet body design.

V283 - Black piano plain door13 - Inspiration
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Modularity
Built-in or flush-fitted, the Inspiration range adapts to your kitchen and the space in which it is installed. 

Size XS, S, M or L… Inspiration offers a choice of four cabinet sizes that can store 17 – 89 bottles*! 

All Inspiration models are existing in 1 temperature for maturing or serving wine, multi-temperatures (S size model only) for serving or 
2-temperature (M model only) with one compartment for serving white wine and one compartment for serving red wine.

You can store, display or stand your full or open bottles upright according to your requirements because Inspiration allows you the 
freedom to choose from three types of shelf! 

Full glass door (fully glazed, without a frame), glass door with stainless steel frame, glass door or soild door specially designed to be fitted 
with front panels to match those of your kitchen units... a wide choice of options to ensure your cabinet blends seamlessly with the rest of 
your kitchen. 

Doors which perfectly complement your kitchen

Full glass Stainless steel and glass Technical glass Technical solid

4 cabinet body sizes to offer a
capacity of up to 86 bottles

2 capacity traditional Bordeaux bottles in Access
Pack or Premium Pack configuration.

XS S M L

3 types of shelf

Storage Serving

Light oak or
glossy black

Sliding

and a choice of 2 types of finish

Shelves fitted with Main du Sommelier supports hold
your bottles securely and protect them from vibration
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Flush-fitting and save-spacing guaranteed

Compact

• Dimensions adapted to the requirements of kitchen designers.
• Available for maturing cabinets (1-temperature) or wine serving
     cabinets (multi-temperature).
• You do not have to cut extra ventrilation holes in your work
     surface for the small model. There is a front venting system at
     the base of the cabinet, which must not be coved.
• Possibility to fit the cabinet with a technical door.

The free standing version of Compact range V3 cabinets is ideal for space saving, owing to its specific dimensions.
The flush-fitted version is ideal for the kitchen.

Energy and technical features
 Ref.     Dimensions     Bottle capacity            Annual energy      Useful    Sound Emission         Permitted

 S - multi-temperature                 Consumption     volume   temperature range

 V - 1 temperature   H x W x D (mm) Traditional Bordeuax              (kwh/year)      (liters)            (dB(A))              (°C)

 V-059V3   830 x 595 x 570             38 - 47        132       111                42             0 - 35

 S-059V3   830 x 595 x 570                 38        132        119                42           12 - 30

 V-259V3  1790 x 595 x 585          118 - 164        157        319                37                      0 - 35

 S-259V3  1790 x 595 x 585                118        157        325                37           12 - 30



The first wine bar in a wine serving cabinet

Tête à tête

A real gem of a cabinet, Tête à tête is attractive, innovative and ingenious.

• Allows you to bring 12 bottles of wine (white or red) to the correct serving temperature for wine ready to be served
 whatever the circumstances.
• Set with 2 detachable oxygen extraction heads, la Petite allows you to store 2 opened bottles for up to 10 days, by
 protecting them from oxidation.
• The temperature is easy to set thanks to the tactile control panel on the front, with backlit keys.
• Available in black, with a glass door and elegant glass top. Discover its many facets.

Temperature Reference

zones

Temperature

setting range

Oxygen 

extraction

Length of time opened 

bottles can be stored

Dimensions

(mm)

Weight 

(kg)

Temperature

range

Consumption

per 24h (KWh)**

S-013R600
Multi-

temperature
6°C to 22°C*

Vacuum 
pressure 300 
Mbars min.

Up to 10 days
H850 x W297

x D462
25

Min T° : 18°C
Max T° : 30°C

0.44

* The compressor enables a temperature difference of 10°C. Adjust the setting to 6°C and the top of your cabinet will automatically
 adjust to 16°C. In the same manner, if you adjust  the bottom of the cabinet to 12°C, the top will display a temperature of 22°C.
** Consumption per 24 hrs measured with an external temperature of 20 °C.

Technology and expertise
Tête à tête benefits from all of EuroCave’s expertise:
- A choice in the temperature of the bottom and top of the 
  cabinet*.
- A touch panel with backlit keys outside of the cabinet. 
- 10 Main Du Sommelier anti-vibration ergonomic bottles 
   supports.
- The compressor enables a temperature difference of 10°C  
   between the bottom and top of the cabinet. 
- 2 oxygen extraction heads with constant vacuum monitoring. 
- Permanent lighting for your bottles.
- An elegant glass cover.
- Attractive finish at the back.
- Available in black with a full glass straight door only. 
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THE PLEASURE OF PRESENTING 
YOUR CIGARS

The Cigar Humidor has been designed 
to be evolutionary. Several kinds of 
layouts are on offer, in order to best 
meet your requirements.

Presentation tray on sliding rack
(in rot-proof exotic wood)

Storage drawer

A Cigar, a timeless moment…

Cigar humidor 

Enjoying a cigar, is not only to savour all of its flavour but also to enjoy a special relation-
ship with time.

The time taken to appreciate, to inhale, to gently roll between the fingers, to prepare 
before smoking, these are special moments for all lovers of fine cigars. Unforgettable 
shared moments. Whilst smoking a cigar, let time do what it will…

Thanks to an exclusive temperature and hygrometry regulation system, EuroCave 
guarantees optimum preservation of your cigars:
- A constant temperature between 15°C and 20°C.
- Hygrometry between 65% and 75%.

To simplify service, these cabinets are equipped with a wooden presentation tray and a 
sliding drawer.

Model: CC 064V3
Colour: Buffle
Size(mm): 950h x 655w x 690d
Capacity: Approx. 40 boxes

17 - Cigar humidor
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An exclusive system for storing your cases

Moduloracks

The EuroCave Modulorack is an unique system for storing your wines directly in their original cases.
Thanks to its exclusive sliding bottle tray system, all of your cases are immediatly and easily accessible.

What is a Modulorack?
Designed to hold two cases of 12 bottles, the Modulorack is floor secured. Several Moduloracks can be joined together to increase your 
storage capacity, while still ensuring total stability when handling bottles.

Your cases of wine are difficult to handle and your 
"crus" are impossible to reach?

With the Modulorack modular system, each bottle 
become rapidly accessible.

Sliding trays
Based on the same principle as the sliding bottle shelves in the wine cabinets,
the Modulorack has an exclusive sliding tray system for storing cases of wine. 

• Unit weight: 8.2kgs
• Assembled size(mm): 500h x 400w x 500d

(delivered without cases)



www.eurocave.com.hk
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